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Well done to Year 3 particularly 3P

The top scorers are Tyler, Lucas and Jesse.

.

3K - In 3K, we are celebrating Freya, who has been working hard in her reading
and collaborating well in the classroom. Also well done to Ellie, who has been
consistently completing her homework and reading each week.
3L - Chika for excellent focus and attention to detail in creating her factfile in
Creative Curriculum. Dylan for working well in indoor PE and creating some
interesting asymmetrical balances.
3B - Max and Chanel for showing excellent thinking and problem solving when
building their toy cars in DT.

3P- Olivia for always her many acts of kindness and Grace for working really hard
in maths yesterday

Most accurate classes on Rockstars:
Most correct answers: Year 3 - 3P. Year 4 - 4L

Most correct answers individual: Year 3 1st Otto (3P), 2nd
Nia (3L), 3rd Tara (3L)
Year 4: 1st Arabella (4L), 2nd Amelia (4L), 3rd Aneesha
(4L)
Well done to Year 3 particularly 3P!

4M - Mrs Hardy would like to say how much she enjoyed your final dance lesson
this week. But a particular mention to Ezmae, Isla, Jaiden, Dylan, Tyler and
Shayann for their wonderful dance sequences that showed a clear contrast
between the characters of the astronaut and the alien.
4H - A class well done for the fantastic imaginative and creative ideas written in the
spell recipe for our work on Atom and Luna. I really enjoyed reading all the
different, interesting and disgusting spells! Well done everyone!
4L – Congratulations to Trey, Cali, Amelia, Harry, Scarlett, Tilly, Owen and Rafael
for fantastic teamwork in outdoor PE! Well done!
4S – Hannah has made a brilliant start back to school. Trey for his lovely ideas
and vocabulary.

How many reading targets have been met in each class?

Remember every pupil who meets a target gets entered into a raffle to win a
book of their choice.
3B 8 Year group winners

5CR 8

3K 2

5M 10

3L 7

5W 11 Year group winners

3P 4

6T 4
6P 8

4H 3
4L 7
4M 8 Year group winners

6J 13 Year group and whole
school winners.
6RL 3

5CR - Rudy and Elyza for FANTASTIC swimming. They have made so much
progress since September and are both moving into the Deep End next week.
5W – Jamie for his outstanding explanation during our talking assembly - he
presented his opinion beautifully! Well done Jamie!

5M - Abela & Eliza for performing a poem as part of a group (There’s a ‘Rangtan’ in my bedroom) without needing the lines, in just 40 minutes. Bella for
improved detail in her writing.

Esme (4L) Ahmed (6J) Phoebe (6J) and Emily (4M)

6P - Amelia and Alysia for working really hard in English this week.
6T - Izzy for her brilliant attitude to learning this year. She is focussed and
determined to reach her potential and it is fabulous to see her working so
hard!
Kyran has done exceptionally well in his maths assessments this week,
obtaining full marks in both his arithmetic paper and one of his reasoning
papers- outstanding work Kyran!
6J - Solomon for being a star pupil. He had been able to catch up on
missed assessments and take it in his stride. He takes an active role in
lessons and is very caring and supportive towards others and a great
friend to his peers.
6RL - Carson for the most fantastic result in his reading comprehension
assessment. Dalia for her incredible perseverance and determination
when completing her maths reasoning papers and Anas for improving his
ZPD by a whole point! A great week 6RL well done to you all.

Phoebe (5M) and Archie (4M)

Year 3 - Imarni in 3K has contributed brilliantly to talking assemblies, listening and
sharing ideas thoughtfully and clearly, building on what has been said previously.
Year 4 - A particular mention to Zola in 4M for his contributions in all lessons. He
thinks carefully about his responses and is able to offer explanations to others in a
mature manner.
Year 5 - Sofia, Olivia, Zuzanna, Laiton, Bella & Robin for excellent discussion in
their oracy roles for Creative Curriculum.
Year 6 - Grace from 6T has a brilliant way of eloquently sharing her thoughts and
ideas in class. She is able to listen to others and agree, disagree or add to other
peoples contributions thoughtfully and appropriately. Keep up the amazing work
Grace - you are an asset to any discussions we have in our classroom!

Cavell
649

Nelson
880

Britten
535

Wolsey
709

